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This study presents a proof of concept to demonstrate the ability of ultrasounds

to perform acoustophoretic processes in hybrid millifluidic resonators that

include channels laterally embedded in extremely soft media with physical

properties close to those of liquids. In our experiments, particles are driven by

acoustic radiation forces toward hydrodynamic/acoustic equilibrium positions

in a similar way to that produced in conventional microfluidic resonators with

solid structures; 20 um-sized polystyrene beads immersed in deionized water

flow channelized throughout an aqueous-based gel between an inlet and outlet

in a resonant chamber while being exposed to ultrasounds at a frequency of

1.54 MHz. The liquid channel formed presents irregular walls and variable

geometry defined by the sample injection pressure. Particles collect rapidly

along a central line equidistant from the walls, regardless of whether they are

parallel or not, as observed for different channel geometries and cross-

sectional dimensions. Only when the flow stops, the particles collect in

acoustic pressure nodes established with the 2D spatial distribution. These

results break the paradigm of solid structures as essential physical elements to

support acoustophoresis, demonstrating the ability to produce these processes

in media without a consolidated structure. It opens a door to bioprinting

applications.
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1 Introduction

Microfluidic devices offer advantages over conventional techniques by simplifying

complex protocols commonly associated with them and reducing the size of the

equipment required. Hundreds of millifluidic and microfluidic platform designs have

been developed so far to carry out cell separation processes in laboratories, based on

different governing mechanisms. They are highly efficient for various in-line sample

handling applications for enrichment, separation, or modeling work, involving early
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detection and monitoring techniques in liquid biopsy,

environmental samples, and food engineering, among others.

It is a current trend toward miniaturization and the combination

of many biological processes from the laboratory to the micro-

scale [1–7].

Different mechanisms are used as the working basis of lab-

on-chip platforms, including the size of elements to be

manipulated, and their shape, deformability, and density.

Different working approaches are developed depending on the

size of particles or cells [8–15], use spiral channelizations

[16–19], channels with contraction/expansion reservoirs,

micro-scale vortices [20, 21], micron-sized gaps [22],

serpentine microfluidic channels, micropillars [23–26], or

membrane microfilters [27], among others. Other properties,

such as their electrical charge, and magnetic or migratory

properties, are also considered. In particular, optical and

electrophoretic manipulations of cells have been carried out

extensively for several decades. Among these microfluidic or

millifluidic platforms, various configurations have been designed

to perform acoustophoretic manipulation driven by ultrasonic

waves of different shapes and frequencies combined with

microfluidics. They use acoustic forces to drive and collect

target particles in clusters or chains that operate on the size,

density, and compressibility of different cell populations [28–48],

either isolated or combined with other fields. These devices

operate with relatively low-intensity waves and frequencies

similar to those of ultrasonic and frequencies similar to

ultrasonic imaging, with little impact on viability when acting

on cells (high biocompatibility) [49]. Acoustic technology has

clinical advantages for cancer and other pathological

processes—can be used for clinical early detection and

monitoring of treatments in liquid biopsy, preventing

invasiveness in patients, for plasma and blood cell separation

[46, 50–52]. It can also be applied in environmental and agri-food

applications, for early detection and sorting of unwanted

microelements in water and waste, sorting of crop sprouts, etc.

Acoustophoresis in microfluidics/milifluidics can be

performed based on bulk acoustic waves (BAW) or surface

acoustic waves (SAW), but recent technological developments

show that PAW (plate acoustic wave) devices are also efficient in

cell separation [45]. BAW approaches base their performance on

resonances that are established inside the treatment channel,

which requires the establishment of a liquid-phase standing wave

between the channel walls. They have strong geometrical

constraints, requiring strict parallelism of the walls and rigid

chip materials to achieve high reflectivity (silicon or glass are

typically used for the chip structure in BAW devices). These

devices have a high manufacturing cost and have little versatility

in their performance for collecting cells at fixed positions defined

by the relationship between the wavelength and the cross-

sectional dimensions of the channel. Devices using SAW can

operate as standing or nonstationary waves, and are more

versatile than BAW as they have no restriction specifications

for channel width or stiffness, allowing variable positions for

particle collection defined by selecting the electrical

displacements of their interdigital transducers (IDTs).

However, they are severely restricted at low frequencies due to

physical gap requirements between the electrodes of their TDIs as

well as their widths, which are in the order of half a wavelength.

The configuration of IDTs to operate at frequencies below

10 MHz requires very large dimensions of IDTs and much

larger thicknesses of the piezoelectric substrate to avoid Lamb

waves. The SAW isolator literature refers to operating

frequencies above 9 MHz. They have a high manufacturing

cost and require clear rooms for fabrication.

However, the basic mechanisms of acoustophoresis can be

induced on other microfluidic platforms with 2D and 3D

ultrasonic resonances of the entire chip structure containing the

treatment channel. The authors of the current study have

demonstrated the feasibility of polymeric materials as alternative

materials [46, 53, 54] in efficient BAW ultrasonic separators that

base their actuation on 3D resonances of the whole chip structure.

The ability to perform acoustophoresis on vibrating plate

structures, PAW, a unique case of BAW models restricted to 2D

structural plate-like vibrations set on very thin polymeric chips

with a strategic surface-to-volume ratio, has also been

demonstrated [46]. These flexible ultrasonic separators present

advantages of each of BAW and SAW type devices but discard

some of their respective disadvantages. PAW devices are a real

alternative to conventional acoustophoretic devices as they

feature simple geometric designs, are highly reliable, exhibit

acoustic versatility, and allow structural materials with a wide

range of physical and chemical properties to suit a specific

application, including biocompatibility for bioapplications. In

addition, they have economic advantages associated with their

low manufacturing cost and are easy to fabricate and integrate

with other on-chip components for future assembly

configurations.

Previous literature studies report the handling of acoustic

particles and cells in soft matter, such as droplets and gels

[55–60]. However, there are no studies reporting

acoustophoresis within channels made in these extremely soft

media—in particular, liquid samples flowing through gels and

exposed to ultrasound.

In the current study, we wanted to discover the limits of

acoustophoretic device requirements beyond the boundary of

solid chips to test the feasibility of manipulating particles in

aqueous suspensions flowing in channeled paths through an

irregular and extremely soft aqueous gel.

1.1 Working principle: acoustic particle
collection by a radiation force

The principle of operation of acoustophoresis is based on the

concept of radiation force, induced by a nonlinear interaction of
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the incident wave and waves scattered by particles. This

hydrodynamic force acoustically induced acts on every single

particle with a size much smaller than the acoustic wavelength λ.

In a one-dimensional standing wave, this axial force FRAx can be

expressed as follows [61] (Gor’kov 1962):

FRAxial � −πP
2
0Vpβ0
2λ

ϕ(ρ, β) sin(2kx), (1)

where Vp is the particle volume; ϕ � 5ρp−2ρ0
2ρp+ρ0 −

βp
β0

is the acoustic

contrast factor; ρ0 and ρp, and β0 and βp are the density and

compressibility of the fluid and particle, respectively; and “x” is

the distance from the particle to the nearest node of pressure in

the standing wave. According to this equation, particles collect in

locations separated by a half wavelength distance (λ/2). Sign ϕ

indicates the motion of particles either toward nodes (ϕ > 0) or to

antinodes in the standing wave (ϕ < 0).

In-plane cell motion acoustically induced by variations in the

spatial pressure distribution within a node plane gives rise to a

lateral radiation force that drives cells to collect in finite lateral

locations together with viscous acoustic streaming entrainments.

The acoustic radiation- and streaming-induced particle velocity

is proportional to the acoustic frequency, the particle size, its

acoustic contrast factor, and other parameters such as the

kinematic viscosity [56]. At the frequency of 1–2 MHz, a

lateral radiation force dominates on particles immersed in

water with sizes from 10 µm up, whereas acoustic

microstreaming becomes dominant on particles smaller and

close to 1µm, on which inertial forces become much weaker

than surface force platforms [62]. “Eckart” large-scale acoustic

streaming is due to energy absorption in the fluid phase and

drives cells out of desired position platforms. However, they are

negligible in short pathlength trap chambers.

Several theoretical and experimental studies published

during the last two decades present theoretical analyses and

experimental verifications of the effects of radiation forcing in

one-dimensional, 2D, and 3D chambers, assuming different

chamber geometries and dimensions in these studies [55,

61–64]. Some of the theoretical studies of 3D standing waves

have reported numerical solutions of the governing equations

obtained using the COMSOL Multiphysics® finite element

software and modelized using iterative methods in the

numerical solutions of the equations of motion (fourth-order

Runge–Kutta) [65]. In these chambers, the solid wall is not

essential, but the boundary conditions must be well

established for the generation of the standing wave in the case

of the BAW acoustic waveform performance that requires the

establishment of pressure nodes within the channel. In devices

driven by surface acoustic waves, no requirement is necessary on

the boundary conditions for the establishment of pressure nodes;

only a suitable shift between the faced IDTs promotes the

generation of pressure nodes at different locations inside the

channel without the establishment of standing waves.

A recent study was performed by Vargas et al. in 2021 to

address it [63]. It reported a theoretical prediction for the

acoustic behavior of multiple particles in 3D standing waves

in resonant chambers with both rigid and free walls has been

recently performed. The authors assumed free walls along one

direction (x-axis) and rigid walls in the other two transverse

directions (along y- and z-axes) (Figure 1).

Vargas et al. derived an expression for 3D acoustic potential

Uac (x, y, z) established in this chamber actuated by a one-

dimensional plane wave, assuming hybrid boundary conditions

with freedom along the x-axis:

Uac(x, y, z)) � U0⎡⎣2f1sin
2(kxx) cos2(kyy) cos2(kzz)

− cos 2(kyy)
− 3f2

k2x
k2
cos 2(kxx) cos2(kyy) cos2(kzz)

− 3f2

k2y
k2
sin 2(kxx)sin 2(kyy) cos2(kzz)

− 3f2
k2z
k2
sin 2(kxx) cos2(kyy) sin2(kzz)⎤⎦. (2)

A 3D acoustic radiation force is derived from this acoustic

potential: FR � −∇UAc:

FR � −2kxϕU0 sin(2kxx)⎡⎢⎣14 + 1
4
cos(2kyy) cos(2kzz) + {1

4

− ϕ′k2z
2k2

} cos(2kyy) +⎧⎨⎩1
4
− ϕ′k2y

2k2
⎫⎬⎭ cos(2kzz) − ϕ′

2k2
{k2y + k2z}⎤⎥⎦ �i

+ 2kyϕU0 sin(2kyy)[14 − 1
4
cos(2kxx) cos(2kzz) − {1

4

− ϕ′k2z
2k2

} cos(2kxx) + {1
4
− ϕ′k2x

2k2
} cos(2kzz) − ϕ′

2k2
{k2x + k2z}] �j

+ 2kzϕU0 sin(2kzz)⎡⎢⎣14 − 1
4
cos(2kxx) cos(2kyy) −⎧⎨⎩1

4

− ϕ′k2y
2k2

⎫⎬⎭ cos(2kxx) + {1
4
− ϕ′k2z

2k2
} cos(2kyy) − ϕ′

2k2
{k2x + k2y}⎤⎥⎦ �k (3)

where ϕ′ is defined as ϕ′ � 1
3f1/3f2+1 from dispersion coefficients f1

and f2: f1 � 1 − 1/ρc2 and f2 � 2(ρ−1)
2ρ+1 . In this equation, ρ � ρp

ρl
is

the ratio of densities between particles and fluid, and c is the

relationship of particles and liquid sound velocities. In this

equation, c refers to the sound speed and ϕ′ does not refer to
the acoustic contrast factor of Eq. 2 described as ϕ, but it includes

added terms and is defined by functions f1 and f2. The incident

plane wave exerted into this hybrid 3D resonant chamber

generates a complex 3D radiation force on every single

particle associated with the complex spatial pressure patterns,

as described in Eq. 3.

In a short pathlength chamber with z-direction ≈λ/4, this
field reduces to a 2D standing wave with a spatial distribution of

pressure nodes and antinodes limited to the x–y plane,

simplifying Eqs 2,3 with term reduction. In this study, we
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present a microfluidic hybrid resonant system combining rigid

materials for the top and bottom of a circular chamber (quartz

glass and aluminum, respectively) containing a coupling water-

based gel crossed by a channel with flowing liquid samples. Thus,

the channel acquires extremely soft lateral walls made up entirely

of gel, that is, a channel with irregular, not parallel, viscous walls,

with a variable geometry defined by the pressure of injection of

samples. In this way, we investigate and demonstrate the

feasibility of acoustophoretic manipulation of particles in

straight and tortuous channels with irregular and extremely

soft walls within unstructured media. Particle collection effects

achieved in the experiments at a frequency of f = 1.54 MHz are

similar to those achieved in conventional microfluidic platforms

with solid structures actuated by ultrasounds.

2 Methods

2.1 Ultrasonic device

The device consists of a circular aluminum chamber with a

diameter of 3 cm and a height of 0.5 mm actuated by an

ultrasonic disk transducer (12 mm diameter) (Ferroperm,

Kvistgard, Denmark) attached underneath and covered by a

thin quartz-glass top reflector to allow microscopic imaging

from above, as previously described in another research [42].

Figure 2A shows the schematic diagram of the setup. A

transducer with a thickness resonance at a frequency close to

1.54 MHz was selected to perform the experiments as the drive

frequency. The steel coupling layer on which the transducer was

mounted had a thickness of 3λsteel/4. The chamber had an

acoustic pathlength of one-half wavelength in water (0.5 mm)

at the driving frequency and was covered by the quartz glass

reflector with a thickness of 1 mm (λglass/4) to favor the

establishment of a single pressure node plane located in the

middle of the chamber height (Figure 2B). The ‘‘sample-

containing’’ active area (inner diameter) of the cylindrical

steel body had a diameter of 18 mm. The signal was supplied

by a function generator (Agilent 33220A, Agilent Technologies

Inc., Santa Clara, CA, United States). The thicknesses of different

layers were selected to give a highly resonant system.

The chamber was filled with a hydrophilic water-soluble gel

(ECG Parker aquasonic 100), which is extremely soft with a

texture close to that of water, typically used in echography

applications. An aqueous-based suspension of polystyrene

micron-sized beads was injected by a syringe pump to flow

through the gel between an inlet and an outlet located at

diametrically opposite edges in the chamber. In this way, the

flowing suspension opens channelization through the gel

(Figure 3A). After removing the liquid sample from the

device, its imprint remains as a hollow channel embedded in

the gel volume (Figure 3B).

Samples consist of aqueous-based suspensions containing

polystyrene 20 µm-sized beads in a concentration of

approximately Cv~0.01% in deionized distilled water. These

spherical particles present positive acoustic contrast factor ϕ

to collect at the pressure nodes of the acoustic wave

established in the area of the chamber occupied by the liquid

phase.

2.1.1 Width and tortuosity of the liquid channel
The channel shape and width are defined by hydrodynamic

parameters associated with the injection pressure and flow rate of

the sample, which are in turn influenced by the particle

concentration and physical properties of both, particles and

liquid, as well as the texture of the surrounding gel (viscosity).

According to them, it acquires paths with different geometry and

tortuosity (Figures 3C,D). The lower the injection pressure, the

slower the flow rate, which provide higher channel tortuosity due

to higher resistance within the gel. This is associated with the

viscous resistance of the gel to the opening of a channel by the

suspension during its flow across it between the chamber inlet

FIGURE 1
3D FR acting on a spherical particle within a rectangular chamber of dimensions lx, ly, and lz with a standing pressure field px (x), py (y), and pz (z),
respectively. (A) Chamber with all rigid walls; (B) rectangular chamber with free walls in x.
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and outlet. The lower the sample injection pressure, the weaker

the force exerted by the liquid to flow through the gel, tracing a

more tortuous and less straight channel, with irregular shape and

width. On the contrary, higher flow rates generate thinner and

straighter gel–liquid interfaces.

2.1.2 Estimation of the acoustic pressure
amplitude (P0)

The trap, driven at 1.54 MHz, had an acoustic pathlength

of one-half wavelength in water (0.5 mm) at the driving

frequency. P0 was estimated previously by Bazou et al.

(2005) in a study performed using this chamber of

actuation whose volume was then entirely occupied by a

water-based suspension instead of gel [66, 67]. This

threshold pressure amplitude P0 was determined from the

voltage required to levitate a single 20 µm latex sphere in

suspension against gravity by balancing the axial radiation

force (in Eq. 1, for z = λ/8) with the buoyancy-corrected

gravitational force. The pressure was demonstrated to be

linearly proportional to the voltage applied to the

FIGURE 2
(A) Schematic diagram of the setup used to perform the acoustophoretic manipulation; (B) channelized path formed by the suspension flowing
between the chamber inlet and outlet, surrounded by the aqueous-based gel.

FIGURE 3
Aqueous-based suspension of polystyrene micron-sized beads; (A) flowing through a gel embedded in the resonating chamber; (B) channel
imprint remaining as a hollow channel embedded in the gel volume after removing the suspension; (C) and (D) polystyrene-aqueous suspensions
flowing at two different flow rates between the chamber inlet and outlet to draw “liquid channelizations” with different geometry and width
throughout the gel matrix, which depends on the flow velocity of the sample, defined by the pressure of the injection.
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transducer at low supplied voltages. Thus, pressure

amplitudes close to 0.05 MPa were obtained within the

chamber at the frequency of f = 1.54 MHz and voltages

around 5 VP-P. In current experiments, approximately 70%

of the chamber is filled with the water-based gel, with higher

energy absorption than water. It means pressure amplitudes

lower than 0.05 MPa were obtained in the chamber full of

water.

2.1.3 Estimation of temperature increase during
the ultrasonic actuation

Experiments were carried out for very short times of a few

seconds. According to the previous study by Despina et al.

performed with this chamber in 2005 [68, 69], an increase of

temperature of less than 0.01K was reached at a pressure

amplitude of 0.54 MPa for ultrasonic actuation of at least

30 min. In our current experiments, media impedances inside

the chamber are also low and similar, at about Z = 1.6 in the

parker aquasonic coupling gel and approximately Z = 1.5 MRayls

in water [70]. However, heating effects of the ultrasound

actuation on the sample temperature have been discarded in

current experiments carried out for the very low supplied

voltages and short times of actuation of few seconds,

frequently ~1 s.

Poltawski et al. in 2008 [71] studied the transmission

characteristics of a range of gel couplants using a radiation

force balance. Ohlin et al. analyzed in 2015 [72] the

relevance of the control of temperature in a resonant

microfluidic device where they handled cells, whose viability

had to be preserved. Recently, Cui et al. (2021) [73] analyzed

thermal considerations for microswimmer trap and release

using standing surface acoustic waves. They considered

excessive heating due to vibration damping and other system

losses potentially compromise the biocompatibility of the SAW

technique with motile Chlamydomonas reinhardtii algae cells,

also alive beings.

In the current work presented in this study, weak

temperature variations below 1°C are not relevant for

successful acoustophoresis results because it refers to

experiments performed with polystyrene particles. In

addition, our samples were flowing at high velocities varying

from 2 mm/s up to 20 mm/s while being exposed to the

ultrasonic actuation. The exposure of liquid samples to a

flow motion prevents heating effects, following the same

cooling principle typically applied with smart devices

developed for outer space applications.

A microscopy imaging setup provided images with a spatial

resolution of 10 µm per pixel. Thus, polystyrene 20-µm-diameter

particles used in the experiments occupied 2 pixels ±1 pixel ~20 ±

10 µm in filmed images.

An estimate of the particle flow velocity before and during

the ultrasonic actuation was achieved by using the PIV code of

MATLAB and Image J freeware from consecutive filmed frames

in each movie, resulting in vp = 7 pixels/frame = 21 mm/s. Each

particle crosses the entire channel length of 18 mm in

somewhat less than 1 s in the case of straight channelization,

but it requires longer time for channels with certain path

tortuosity.

3 Results

Once the acoustic field is applied in the chamber, flowing

particles rapidly collect along a line within the liquid phase as if a

pressure node had been established on such a line centered

between the liquid–gel interfaces, which act as the lateral

channel walls.

The application of ultrasounds at the frequency of

1.54 MHz generates a 2D resonance in the chamber,

including the gel and liquid sample within the channel. A

radiation force is acoustically induced to act on particles,

which were rapidly driven toward pressure nodes established

in the standing wave, where they collect according to their

positive acoustic contrast factor.

Figure 4A shows polystyrene beads filmed during their flow

motion in deionized water before the ultrasound actuation,

Figure 4B shows particles flowing while exposed to

ultrasounds aligned along a central line in the channel, and

Figure 4C shows particles collected in 2D pressure nodes when

the sample is in rest and exposed to the ultrasonic wave.

Acoustic drift motion and collection effects were not

expected on particles in the channel of our device because

these acoustophoretic motions arise from the radiation force

induced by ultrasounds and exerted on every single particle,

directly related to the establishment of standing waves inside the

channel. The impedance of the liquid medium in the channel and

that of the gel are really similar (Table 1), and no wave reflection

is expected at the interface between both media, required for the

establishment of a standing wave. However, the experimental

results have been different and show the feasibility of ultrasounds

to collect particles along a central line in the channel regardless of

the impedance relationship.

Both media differ mainly in their respective viscosities (this

parameter defines a fluid’s resistance to flow or an induced

motion), with much higher magnitudes in gels than in water.

However, viscosity is not a parameter involved in the acoustic

impedance definition, Z = ρc (defined by density and sound

speed), which defines the reflectivity of acoustic waves on the

interface between the two media (channel walls).

Hence, the relevance of this experimental study that

demonstrates the feasibility of acoustophoresis mainly based

on a single parameter, viscosity. A certain difference in

viscosity between the flowing liquid sample and the gel in the

liquid–gel interface provides a certain consistency to channel

walls and promotes a wave reflection to allow the particle

collection inside the channel.
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It must be remarked that this is a proof of concept, without

quantitative analyses of the influence of flow rates or acoustic

frequency on the effects of particle collection observed in the

experiments. We also observed repeatedly that particles collected

in a central line within the channel always in the midline between

the walls, regardless of whether they were parallel, divergent, or

convergent (Figures 4D,E). Despite the fact that the lateral limits

of the channel are not exactly flat or parallel to each other and

despite the shape of the channel, almost never straight, the

acoustic collection of particles occurs in a few seconds once

the acoustic field is applied.

These successful results obtained in more than

20 experiments performed at different flow velocities (varying

from quiescent samples without moving up to 21 mm/s) show

the need for a revision in the theoretical study of the radiation

force in resonant chambers and, in particular, for chips without a

solid structure, such as unconsolidated organic matter. Our

findings point to the need for a revision in the theoretical

definition of the axial and lateral expressions of the radiation

force FR for resonant chambers with extremely soft but not free

walls, which probably should include in its expression added

terms referred to as the viscosities of both walls and liquid phase.

FIGURE 4
(A) Polystyrene beads of size 20 µm flowing in an aqueous suspension within a channel embedded in a gel without ultrasound exposure; (B)
flowing at the same velocity and exposed to the acoustic wave at f = 1.54 MHz. The particles collect along a central line equidistant to the lateral
gel–liquid interfaces; (C) collection of the particles exposed to ultrasounds in quiescent samples forming aggregates, without flow motion; (D)
particles flowing homogeneously distributed within the channel path before their exposure to ultrasounds; (E) particle flow collected along a
line once exposed to the ultrasonic wave.

TABLE 1 Properties of water and coupling aquasonic gel at room temperature of 20°C.

Medium Density (g/c m3) Acoustic impedance,
Z (MRayl)

Viscosity (cps)

Water 1.00 #202124; 1.48–1.50 #202124; 1

Aquasonic gel 1.02–1.03 ~1.60 130.000–195.000
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4 Conclusion

The study presented in this work is a proof of concept to

analyze the limits in the physical property requirements of soft

matter-based resonant devices for the manipulation of particles

by acoustophoresis.

In this research, we experimentally demonstrate the ability of

ultrasound to collect particles in microfluidic channels created in

extremely soft media without a solid structure, beyond the

concept of lab-on-chip. In particular, the concept of

acoustophoresis can be extended to extremely soft media with

a liquid phase flowing through aqueous-based gels with close

density but different viscosity.

In these singular acoustophoretic assays, the parallelism

between channel walls is not a key factor for the particle

collection. However, the slight difference in viscosity and

density between the gel and liquid phase allows to keep

confined the liquid phase between lateral gel edges, behaving

as partially reflective walls.

Regardless of the channel path, width, and geometrical shape,

particles in flowing samples rapidly collect along a single central

line established between lateral channel edges, where they

continue their flow motion chained in the central line

between the gel–liquid interfaces that act as pseudo-walls. The

flow motion combined with strong spatial gradients of acoustic

pressure amplitudes drives the particles toward a central position

in the liquid phase. This is an unexpected behavior repeatedly

observed in our 20 experiments.

We must emphasize that although the gel is a medium with

an extremely smooth texture and properties very close to those of

the liquid suspension, the particles’ drift motion has been found

similar to that of conventional microfluidic resonators with a

solid structure surrounding the liquid phase flowing in the

channel. These results break the paradigm of solid structures

as essential physical elements to support acoustophoresis in

channels based on the BAW actuation. This study confirms

the ability of ultrasounds to handle particles in irregular

channels embedded in extremely soft and unstructured media.

It opens a door to future biomedical applications involving bio-

printing procedures mimicking soft organic matter to handle

flowing cells or particles in irrigation channelizations.

The results of this study open a door to a new technique that

could be of interest in upcoming biomedical applications

involving bioprinting procedures to handle flowing cells or

particles in bioprinted mimicking samples that present

channelization.
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